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This themed section explores various international and transnational dimensions of the struggle for the decolonisation of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde in the 1960s and early 1970s. Its articles analyse how the path to independence of these relatively small West African nations tied into a wide array of interconnected historical processes taking place around the world, from the streets of Paris to the Great Hall of the People, in Beijing. The aim is to shed new light on the circulation of ideas and foreign connections involved in this struggle, especially those of Amílcar Cabral (1924-73), founding leader of the liberation movement Partido Africano para a Independência da Guiné e Cabo Verde (PAIGC) and widely regarded as a key thinker of African emancipation, alongside Frantz Fanon and Kwame Nkrumah. In particular, this collection of articles examines how the struggle both shaped and was shaped by larger and/or distant trends, including Third World solidarity networks, the spread of the Cold War to Africa, and the impact of tiers-mondisme in the northern world. It thus contributes to assess the impact of African politics beyond the African continent, as well as to highlight the role of the international community in African liberation and in the emergence of postcolonial states. In other words, it serves as a gateway through which to look at a key moment of the recent African past as well as a springboard for a wider reflection about the role of extranational dynamics in the formation of national political subjects.

Crucially, the case of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde shows how these processes were neither linear nor monolithic, having mobilised different state and non-state players while combining armed combat with an elaborate diplomatic outreach. The history of
indigenous resistance in so-called ‘Portuguese Guinea’ spans centuries, with scholars typically observing that, as a result, colonial influence was always limited to certain areas, the Portuguese unable to fully undermine much of the countryside’s social foundations of authority.\footnote{Between 1963 and 1974, however, resistance reached a whole new level, as this small coastal territory – then awkwardly stuck between Léopold Senghor’s pro-Western Senegal and Ahmed Sékou Touré’s socialist Guinea-Conakry – became the stage of one of the most violent anticolonial conflicts, culminating in a unilateral proclamation of independence, in September 1973, that was recognised by most members of the United Nations. The PAIGC stood out as a movement fighting for the liberation of, not one, but two colonies (i.e. not just Guinea-Bissau, where the war was taking place, but also the nearby Cape Verde archipelago), pursuing both the disintegration of imperial ties and a unitary political project encompassing geographically separate territories. As Colm Foy put it: ‘Despite the preoccupations of the world with the Vietnam war, little Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde captured the imagination of the international community’.\footnote{At the time, Portugal was run by a right-wing dictatorship – ‘Estado Novo’ – going back to before World War II and firmly integrated in the Western Bloc, most prominently through its NATO membership. Leaders António de Oliveira Salazar (1933-68) and Marcelo Caetano (1968-74) rejected African demands for self-determination, deploying armed forces to fight liberation movements, not just in Guinea-Bissau, but also in the larger colonies of Angola and Mozambique since 1961 and 1964, respectively. These protracted wars ultimately led to the Estado Novo’s collapse through the Carnation Revolution, prompted by discontented military officers on 25 April 1974, which in turn led to Portugal’s recognition of its colonies’ independence. This topic, therefore, ties directly into the broader history of the formal dissolution of European empires in the mid-to-late twentieth century as well as into the more specific history of Portugal’s fascism and late colonialism. The weight of external factors on the latter has been increasingly established, most notably through studies focusing on different levels of Portuguese interaction with the outside world, including within the colonies themselves and in international institutions like the UN and NATO, as well as in the Estado Novo’s bilateral relations with its western allies. Yet this history has to be articulated with the story of the liberation movements’ own interactions with the outside, including a greater consideration for the diverse ramifications of their struggles. The liberation struggles entailed the establishment of lasting bilateral ties (which carried over into the independence era) as well as more scattered transnational}
phenomena. They played a prominent role in the Third World’s emancipatory demands,\textsuperscript{8} contributed to the boom of militant audiovisual culture across the globe,\textsuperscript{9} and influenced the idiom of European anti-imperialist groups along with the development of anticolonial solidarity networks.\textsuperscript{10} Scholars continue to find new connections and a sense of expanding scale regarding the vast set of foreign material, technical, financial, military, humanitarian, and propagandistic resources African movements were able to mobilise.\textsuperscript{11} While the international connections of Movimento Popular de Libertação de Angola (MPLA) have been amply acknowledged by Cold War studies in light of the post-independence war in Angola, the efforts of Frente de Libertação de Moçambique (FRELIMO) have also received particular attention,\textsuperscript{12} as has the support provided by states in the Soviet Bloc.\textsuperscript{13}

In the case of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde, the literature – which has covered the PAIGC’s recruitment process,\textsuperscript{14} political organisation,\textsuperscript{15} binational project,\textsuperscript{16} military strategy,\textsuperscript{17} state-building\textsuperscript{18}, and relations with traditional communities\textsuperscript{19} as well as women’s participation in the struggle\textsuperscript{20} – tends to value the importance of international support for the maintenance of the ‘liberated areas’ and continuation of the war effort,\textsuperscript{21} with some identifying Amílcar Cabral’s successful pursuit of goodwill abroad as one of his greatest legacies.\textsuperscript{22} However, biographers often subsume this dimension into a narrow narrative about Cabral’s political performance as an outstanding diplomat able to woo foreign leaders and supporters.\textsuperscript{23} Other authors prefer to discuss his contribution beyond the strict field of the history of Guinean and Cape Verdean national liberation.\textsuperscript{24} Yet the PAIGC’s international alignments deserve closer observation, both because only through a plural and critical analysis of its struggle can we grasp the challenges of the independent states that followed\textsuperscript{25} and because, as this dossier demonstrates, they can illuminate new angles of global narratives, expanding the themes, debates, directions, and sources of this period’s historiography.

This themed section emerges in the context of the research project Amílcar Cabral: from Political History to the Politics of Memory, which studies Cabral’s evolution as a political actor with global projection. In the five original articles selected for the dossier, some of the project’s researchers and an invited collaborator delve into disparate areas of Cabral’s network of contacts, which ranged from secret ties to Eastern European state organisations (as evidenced by Natalia Telepneva’s ground-breaking research) to exchanges with sections of Western civil society (as mapped out by Víctor Barros’ article) in addition to public interventions across the Third World (as discussed
by Branwen Gruffydd Jones). Yet the articles also seek to expand the focus beyond the figure of Cabral, further examining the wider context that framed the liberation struggle. Drawing on different types of written, filmed, and oral sources and archives from Africa, America, and Europe, they zoom in on a range of foreign actors who crucially interacted with the PAIGC’s representatives and ideas, having simultaneously collaborated in the forging of Guinea-Bissau’s and Cape Verde’s national identity and in the internationalisation of those countries’ path to independence. Through this gesture, the dossier contributes to situate the movement’s struggle in the circulation of anticolonial thought and practice around the world, touching upon three broader dynamics we would like to highlight in this introduction.

Firstly, the struggle is inserted into the evolving conversations over competing conceptions of African identity and strategies of liberation in the decolonising world. For all their emphasis on cooperation, Pan-African, Non-Aligned, and Third World fora were sites of critical, passionate discussion. There, Amílcar Cabral forged alliances and promoted his vision, most notably – as discussed throughout the dossier – at 1966’s Tricontinental Conference of African, Asian, and Latin American Peoples, in Havana, where he uttered his famous address ‘The Weapon of Theory’. Branwen Gruffydd Jones’ article, in particular, explores Cabral’s and his fellow militants’ contribution to shift African debates from a Senghorian focus on race and elite culture to Fanonian links between class, colonialism, and liberation. Yet divisions were not felt just at a continental level, but also within the struggle itself, including tensions inside the PAIGC (between Guineans and Cape Verdeans as well as between Guinea’s different ethnic groups) and between the PAIGC and smaller liberation movements like the Frente de Luta pela Independência Nacional da Guiné (FLING). Although for the most part Cabral’s international partners ignored these tensions, Julião Soares Sousa’s article explains how the FLING may have temporarily benefitted from Chinese aid in retaliation for, among other things, the PAIGC’s criticism of China’s tolerance for Portuguese colonialism in Macao. The dossier thus underscores that the story of decolonisation was not just one of dispute between the subaltern South and the imperial North (or, as discussed below, between the allies of East and West), but also one of clashes between different ‘southern’ voices.

Secondly, the liberation of Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde is framed in the context of what Odd Arne Westad labelled the ‘Global Cold War’. Westad’s effort to decentre the lens of Cold War studies by shifting their focus towards the Third World aligned with
Tony Smith’s own proposal for a ‘pericentric’ approach to that conflict, arguing that the Cold War was not just ‘pushed’ by the centre onto the periphery; the superpowers were also ‘pulled’ by outside actors who fed on and contributed to the East-West rivalry in order to pursue local agendas driven by nationalism, personal ambitions, and ideological commitment to capitalist or socialist versions of high modernism.\(^{27}\) Many of the articles in this dossier contribute to such a decentred, pericentric understanding of the Cold War by showing how seemingly ‘peripheral’ actors like the Czechoslovak secret services, the Communist Party of China, and Cuban filmmakers autonomously embraced the anti-imperialist dimension of the war in Guinea-Bissau. Addressing these – so far, practically unresearched – ties is not to reduce the liberation struggle to a mere proxy conflict, with communist-backed ‘pawns’ pitted against the US-backed Portugal. Rather, each article acknowledges Amilcar Cabral’s active role in the process: Natalia Telepneva argues that he shaped his relationship with Czechoslovakia’s intelligence to his movement’s advantage, Julião Soares Sousa highlights Cabral’s refusal to cave in to Chinese pressure to take a side in the Sino-Soviet split, Catarina Laranjeiro concludes that he effectively used Cuban cinema to stage his image and his vision of liberation. Without seeking to dilute the concept of Cold War beyond intelligibility through its loose fusion with the history of decolonisation,\(^{28}\) the articles help further establish that these two phenomena were profoundly interconnected, even if none of them should be seen as a sufficient explanation for the other (i.e. the Cold War was not the trigger for decolonisation, just as the latter did not originate the former). This connection, in turn, can be subsumed into the larger history of the rise of the twentieth-century nation-state, as formal decolonisation led to the emergence of new nation-states against the background of a world order of Cold War-prompted international institutions designed to regulate interstate relations.\(^{29}\)

Thirdly, the liberation struggle is presented within the framework of the relations between the Global South and Western Europe. Like the Cold War and nationalism, decolonisation is often misleadingly presented as a Eurocentric concept that uncritically found its way to the South. As Martin Shipway points out, studies in this field tend to privilege the story of the breakdown of imperial systems and of the associated structural shifts in the international order over the various colonies’ individual narratives, attributing much of the dynamism and initiative behind decolonisation to the former empires, thus replicating those empires’ own top-down worldview.\(^{30}\) The dossier seeks to counter this tendency, starting with its emphasis on African agency, not only on the ground, but also in the very act of promoting the Guinean and Cape Verdean struggle into an
internationalist cause, which constitutes a clear case of political ideas travelling northwards. Víctor Barros’ article, in particular, demonstrates that the PAIGC’s cause and rhetoric resonated in France, where they were disseminated by both informal networks and highly organised support committees (comités de soutien) in the form of a plethora of events, publications, and films. These solidarity groups did not merely reproduce those ideas – they adapted and incorporated them into their own political reality, articulating them with their critique of the French government, of the US intervention in Vietnam, and of the capitalist system. This process ultimately mirrors the liberation movements’ own appropriation of ‘northern’ ideas and rhetoric (from the notion of statehood to developmentalism) for their own fight against oppression. It shows transnationality not only as multidirectional, but also as marked by hybridity and productive recontextualization. In turn, Catarina Laranjeiro shows how the PAIGC’s global connections produced complex triangulations such as the diplomatic incident brought about by the Portuguese authorities’ capture of a Cuban soldier fighting in Guinea-Bissau.

By stressing these broader dynamics, we seek distance from simplistic ‘Great Man’ narratives that present the PAIGC’s victory as essentially a by-product of Amílcar Cabral’s exceptional charisma, a tendency that is all the more problematic because it is contrary to Cabral’s own method of political analysis, with its profound emphasis on the contextual and relational dimensions of ideas, consciousness, and practice. The articles in this dossier draw attention to the collaborative dimension of Cabral’s work and contextualise his supporters’ motivations, placing his actions at the vortex of several historical forces in an increasingly interconnected world. By showing how this struggle brought agents from different countries together and ushered the transnational flow of ideas, weapons, money, books, radio broadcasts, food, uniforms, tobacco, blood, medication, and cinema, the articles validate Martin Thomas’ and Andrew S. Thompson’s argument that decolonisation was an actively globalising force. In particular, they demonstrate how the Guinean and Cape-Verdean quest for independence, despite being rooted in a nationalist imagination, involved a conscious interaction with other imaginaries, from a Pan-African rejection of negritude to the Czechoslovak governments’ search for prestige within the Warsaw Pact, from Chinese competition with the Soviet Union for influence in the Third World to France’s post-May 1968 New Left activism or Cuba’s efforts to internationalise its revolution. Taken as a whole, this collection thus helps historicise the – at times smooth, at times turbulent – convergence between Cabral’s
aims and those of various players around the world who, like him, discerned in Guinea-Bissau’s and Cape Verde’s liberation struggle a piece of a much larger historical process.
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